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RealtySouth Relocation Services is Honored with 2019 Supplier Award from Sterling Lexicon
Boston, MA (October 15, 2019) - RealtySouth Relocation Services, a leading provider of real estate and relocation assistance
services was recently honored with the 2019 Service Excellence award by Sterling Lexicon in a Celebration of Suppliers
ceremony in Boston, MA on October 15, 2019. The event, attended by more than 250 partners, was held to recognize customer
satisfaction, performance and partnership excellence. After a welcome opening statement by Craig Donovan, SVP of Global
Network Integration, the awards were presented by Darren Wagner, Vice President of Real Estate Services.
A total of 43 global providers were recognized by Sterling Lexicon’s Global Network Integration
professionals from among a field of qualified entrants within the global mobility industry.
Excellence Awards were presented for Silver, Gold and Platinum service, based on aboveaverage industry benchmark levels. Core Value awards were also presented for: Care, Trust,
Teamwork, and Agility.
Jonathan Cohen, Director of RealtySouth Relocation Services said it’s truly an
honor to be recognized as a supplier partner that’s committed to service
excellence. Our industry and business centers around supporting workforce
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mobility needs. Basically, we are in the people business and assist organizations
relocating their workforce. I’m proud that RealtySouth is considered a trusted

partner. We have some of the best and most experienced relocation experts in the industry, right here in
Birmingham, AL, caring for their needs. Our partnership with Sterling Lexicon has been in place for many years and
continues to grow. The opportunity to assist with Alabama’s economic growth is fantastic and we project exciting
things for the future.
RealtySouth has been operating in Alabama since 1955. The relocation team has more than 100 years of combined
experience within the mobility industry. We support workforce mobility needs for organizations of all sizes and are
considered a trusted partner throughout the country and internationally. Our assistance services include but are not
limited to group move consulting, real estate home sale and home purchase, rental support, household goods
transport, temporary housing and mortgage services. RealtySouth is headquartered in Birmingham, AL and has 22
offices throughout the state. There are more than 850 real estate professionals, of which 120 are relocation
certified.
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